
BOWZ N’ AXES  
Episode Recaps 

 
 

Episode 1 (11/23/18): The party was hired by a very excited dwarf named Gundren to escort a 
wagon of provisions and supplies southeast out of Neverwinter and into the town of Phandalin. 
Before Gundren went ahead on horseback accompanied by his dwarf bodyguard, Sildar, he told 
the party that if they managed to deliver the provisions, they would be given 50gp.  
 
Shortly after traveling down the Triboar Trail, they came upon some looted saddlebags and an 
empty leather map case lying in the middle of the road. As they inspected the items they were 
ambushed by four goblins who began shooting arrows at them from the surrounding wooded 
ridge. They managed to kill them all and while investigating the area noticed a hidden trail 
leading northwest into some thickets that was covered in bloody tracks.  
 
The party decided to leave Kratin behind to camouflage the cart and explore the trail. Not far 
down, they saw two dead horses full of arrows and upon closer inspection recognized them as 
belonging to Gundren and Sildar. At that point they pressed on and spotted two lazy goblins 
hiding in the thickets outside a cave entrance. After retrieving Kratin, they were able to dispatch 
of them easily and enter the cave. Carefully avoiding some rushing water they carefully crept 
ahead and spotted some chained wolves in a pen, which they chose to ignore. Further on, with 
a combination of stealthy surprise and brute force, they negotiated a few hairy goblin 
encounters without alerting any other enemies in the cave and learned that Sildar was being 
held captive somewhere in an “eating cave”. They eventually made their way to the upper level 
and followed the cavern to a chamber where they could see the bodyguard Sildar tied up and 
beaten. They lured out one of the goblin guards by *coughing” in an attempt to handle them one 
at a time but  failed, yet still managed to kill all the captors save one – a second in command 
goblin by the name of Yeemik “Yeezy” Barakas. Cornered, he struck a deal where, if they 
spared him and defeated the first in command – a bugbear named Klarg – he would give them 
some treasure in exchange for the bugbear’s head.  
 
Yeezy directed them to the other side of the cave where Klarg was hiding and the party plus a 
gravely wounded Sildar made their way there, defeating a few more goblins and taking down 
Klarg’s pet wolf by cleverly casting mage hand to lure it near a deep hole where it was pushed. 
A vicious fight in tight quarters nearly cost them their trusty meat shield, Kratin, who fell 
unconscious after a critical javelin hit from Klarg, but by successfully shielding him in turn and 
unleashing some range, melee and spell attack fury, they killed Klarg, removed his head, and 
raided his treasure. Among the collection of coins and potions of healing were stores of armor 
and weapons marked with the image of a blue lion. 
 
They delivered the head to Yeezy, collected a little treasure, and decided to head back to the 
cart. Goods and treasured secured, all five members climbed in and resumed their journey 
southeast to the town of Phandalin.  



Episode 2 (12/22/18): The party – now known as Bows ‘n Axes – boarded the cart loaded with 
provisions and embarked on the 3½ hour trip south along the Triboar Trail into Phandalin. About 
halfway there, during her late afternoon watch while others were resting, Xanaphia noticed a 
humanoid shadow just inside the surrounding wood that appeared to be following them. Upon 
achieving party consensus, the cart was stopped and the shadow revealed itself to be a female 
wood elf named Thia Huntinghawk. She was apparently waiting for the right time to confront the 
party about the two dead horses she had seen them leaving back by the Cragmaw Hideout and 
once the party explained the situation, she asked to join them as she was alone and in need of 
money.  
 
They made their way into town without further incident and decided to head to Barthen’s 
Provisions to drop off their cargo and collect their repayment. After lying about what they were 
owed and increasing their take by 10 gold, Oma and Kratin were led into a back room through a 
magic rug “door” that proved they weren’t Redbrands. They told Barthen about Gundren which 
saddened him greatly, and while he couldn’t help them with the location of the dwarf’s captivity 
– a.k.a. Cragmaw Castle – he entreated them to look into the Redbrand issue in town and 
ordered his assistants to finish removing the items from the cart.  
 
The party then chose to head to The Stonehill Inn for food and to secure lodgings. They were 
greeted by its nervous but friendly proprietor, Toblen Stonehill, and led to a back table where 
they met a few other denizens of the Inn, including Elsa, a gossipy barmain, Pip, Toblen’s son, 
and a group of rough-looking fur traders who inquired about their purposes in town. After a 
tense early exchange involving the location of Cragmaw Castle and the Redbrand Ruffians, they 
made an agreement with the leader of the group, a man named Narth, to help exact retribution 
against the Ruffians who had murdered a local woodcarver named Thel Dendrar and who were 
causing much public unease.  
 
After a good night’s sleep, the party made their way to The Sleeping Giant Tap Room, following 
through on a tip that the Redbrands could be found there. Unfortunately, they arrived before the 
place was open and after discussing visions Xanaphia had been having regarding a Sister 
Garaele, they paid a visit to the Shrine of Good Luck to find her. There they met the slender, 
charismatic acolyte of Tymora who offered them a quest to deliver a jeweled comb to a banshee 
a few days trip from town in exchange for some information about the lost spellbook of a 
legendary mage. They declined the offer but said they might return once they’d finished other 
business.  
 
Still seeking the location of Cragmaw Castle, and on a tip from Sister Garaele, they made their 
way across town to Edermath Orchard to visit with the owner and former adventurer, Daran 
Edermath. They found the athletic old elf hopping from tree to tree and Thia even took up a 
challenge to match him in a chin-up contest. Eventually, he was able to direct them to 
Tresendar Manor, located in a wooded area east of the town. They set out in its direction, 
carefully avoiding being seen by the Redbrands now loitering in front of the Sleeping Giant, and 
after a few hours searching managed to find the old ruin and enter through an exterior cellar 



door. Once inside they crept along, and after triggered a floor trap that set them back 
somewhat, they entered a crypt and managed to stealth past a few armored skeletons.  
 
Through some accomplished investigation they worked their way through a series of secret 
doors and came upon the seated figure of Glasstaff studying in his bed chamber. With Portia 
successfully hidden in the chamber and poised for either a sneak attack or the stealing of the 
staff, Xanaphia used mage hand to further distract the already pretty distracted wizard and 
instead put him on guard. He grabbed his staff which turned out to be a staff of defense, casting 
mage armor on himself and ordering whoever was outside the door to show themselves. Kratin 
and Xanaphia attempted to impersonate Readbrands by entering wearing red cloaks that they 
had procured earlier but failed to fool the mage and were charmed and paralyzed respectively. 
At that point a battle ensued involving rounds of firing from the doorway and a bloodied 
Glasstaff retreated into another room.  
 
The party followed, and found themselves in a wizard’s workroom where Xanaphia identified a 
production apparatus as being one for potions of invisibility. The party destroyed it, causing 
some of the floor to disappear, and met a strange rat who Xanaphia eventually apprehended 
with mage hand, holding him aloft so he wouldn’t cause trouble. Pursuing further, they entered 
the next room and engaged in battle a small but tenacious group of Redbrands. After another 
doorway skirmish that saw their brave meat shield once again fall only to rally and defeat the 
final Redbrand with a killer punch to the face, they collected themselves and began strategizing 
their next move.  
 
 
Episode 3 (2/23/19): Having just vanquished four Redbrands in tight quarters, Bows ‘n Axes 
took a short rest protected by Xanaphia’s alarm spell. After regaining some strength, they exited 
the room to find another door and a hall to the left leading to an upward staircase. Listening 
carefully, they heard some gruff voices berating a crying creature and decided to head up the 
stairs to avoid another battle. They arrived at a long, deep crevasse with two frail wooden 
bridges. While inspecting their options they heard an eerie voice in their heads begging for food 
in exchange for help. Disgusted and choosing to ignore it, Portia decided to cross the north 
bridge and Kratin jumped over to meet her.  
 
Upon reaching the other side, Portia came face-to-face with a Nothic who continued to 
telepathically beg for food. Fearing for Portia’s safety, Kratin attacked the creature from behind 
with his greataxe, wounding it and sending it into the crevasse. Realizing that it had no interest 
in fighting them and that it might have information that could help them, the party made a deal 
that involved getting some fresh flesh for the Nothic and retraced their steps back to the room 
where they heard the voices. Kratin entered wearing one of the red cloaks and successfully 
retrieved a small, pathetic goblin that a group of Bugbears were bullying. Once outside, the 
Goblin told them his name was “Droop” – apparently, due to one of his ears always flopping 
down – and that he could help them locate Cragmaw Castle. The group isolated the Goblin for 
safety, and instructed the Nothic to lure out the Bugbears one at a time to attack them. 



 
The Nothic telepathically angered one of the bugbears, luring it into the hall where the party 
attacked it from the top of the stairs, taking full advantage of the high ground with range 
weapons and employing the occasional melee attack when closely provoked. After two other 
bugbears joined in the fight and were killed, the first bugbear tried to escape. However, due to 
being partially incapacitated by Xanaphia’s Ray of Frost spell, it only managed to make it as far 
as the room where the previous battle was fought. Omahorn gave chase and dropped the 
remaining bugbear with a single arrow before rejoining the party and allowing the Nothic to feed 
on the bugbear corpses. As thanks, the Nothic alerted them to “treasure, down” and they 
eventually found an old chest at the bottom of the crevasse holding a great deal of coin, a scroll 
of augury and a legendary +1 longsword. Sadly, they also found the mostly eaten body of Thel 
Dendrar, who had previously been given to the Nothic for food. 
 
The party made their way across the crevasse and discovered a secret entrance that lead out 
into the forest, making note of it for later. Heading in the opposite direction they explored a 
westward hallway that lead them back to the wizard workshop and to their little old friend the rat. 
Thia managed to befriend the rat and tucked it into her backpack before searching the wizard’s 
bedchamber where more treasure was found along with a letter from the Black Spider telling the 
wizard to apprehend or kill the party and revealing him to be Sildar’s missing friend, Iarno 
Albrek. Armed with the information, they exited through the secret doors and once again arrived 
at the storage area at the north end of the crevasse. At that point, Droop told the party about a 
room where some slaves were being held and they nobly investigated, again negotiating the 
crypt successfully, and finding and subsequently freeing the other members of the Dendrar 
family. After Thia bluntly informed them of their patriarch’s demise, the group wound its way 
back to the collapsed floor trap where Xanaphia used a floating disc spell to transport everyone 
over to safety. 
 
Back in the area where double stairways led up to the exterior cellar door, they decided to 
explore the cistern and discovered a waterproof satchel that contained a potion of healing and 
deduced that it was hidden there by Albrek in case of emergency. Using a secret entrance 
they’d discovered earlier, they headed back to the Nothic to ask if it knew of the wizard’s 
location and the sleepily sated creature confirmed that he had escaped into the forest passage. 
The party decided to do the same, and after emerging made camp about a quarter mile into the 
thicket. 
 
On second watch, Oma was attacked by a trio of stirges, setting off Xanaphia’s alarm spell and 
awakening the party. They made quick work of the “mosquito bats” and returned to rest. Shortly 
after dawn, the party rose and secured their belongings. While doing so, they noticed Kratin 
looking over a small book of Elven poetry. He told them it was a gift from his parents who were 
killed in a raid on his clan and his ultimate goal was to avenge them. At that point, Xanaphia 
noticed a faint glow around the book and identified it as a magic sedative for the reader and that 
running one’s fingers over the words granted a 50/50 chance to not only receive the books’ 
positive effects but to also hear the poems recited by its former owner – in this case, Kratin’s 



mother. Kratin tucked it away and they moved on in the direction of Cragmaw Castle, led by the 
increasingly anxious Droop. 
 
They eventually located the castle and approached, stealthing through the broken, front double 
doors. Thia searched one of the dilapidated tower structures and upon surprising a goblin 
guard, punched it in the face. The goblin cried out, and soon they were surrounded by 6 more. 
Luckily, they managed to defeat them without much trouble and headed east towards one of the 
doors. As Kratin stealthed forward, he triggered a wire trap that collapsed the floor beneath him. 
After some initial difficulty, the party managed to pull him out of the deep hole and pursued an 
alternate route through a door to the south. There, Kratin crept carefully up to a messy banquet 
room and saw a large group of goblins seated and eating at two long tables. Then, emboldened 
perhaps by some newly acquired spells, Xanaphia made a decision that no one saw coming. 
 
With a brazen flourish, the high elf wizard dashed into the room and leapt onto one of the tables, 
sliding into its center sending food and goblets into the air. Before the creatures could regroup, 
she cast Thunderwave, sending every goblin within a fifteen square-foot radius flying into the 
walls and even pinning a few behind their own benches. With only two goblins left alive, one 
was quickly killed and the other was temporarily spared for questioning. But they would get 
nothing but a foreboding declaration that all would die in the castle, and with a disturbing 
chuckle the remaining goblin kicked the bench away from his heavily bleeding body and 
dropped dead to the floor, leaving the party to wonder what dangerous secrets lie ahead. 
 
 
Episode 4 (3/9/19): The party gathered their composure after witnessing Xanaphia’s amazing 
feat, stepped confidently over the goblin corpses, and made their way further into the castle. 
After carefully stealthing through two open areas closed off with hung carpets, they discovered a 
locked door that Thia managed to open with the key she’d procured from Transender Manor 
and Portia carefully peeked inside. Two bugbears were seated on a couple of cots, one picking 
blood from his morning star mace while the other observed. With some impressive stealthing, 
she managed to sneak back to the party and quietly describe the scene. It was then decided 
that they would continue to explore for now and after coming upon a storage area that led to the 
outside behind a dusty canvas, they snuck through a second door and discovered it also led to 
the bugbear room. Still wishing to avoid a confrontation they tried a third door but it remained 
stuck fast. At that point, they surrounded the bugbears using both entrances and attacked. 
 
With help from Oma’s horde breaking opening salvo, the bugbears were surprised and took 
plenty of early damage. Surrounded, they had no means of escape, succumbing to the group’s 
superior numbers and fire power and eventually falling dead after Kratin frightened them with a 
glare of frenzied rage. Ignoring the closed door for now, they headed east and came upon a 
larger door that was barred from the outside. The bar was lifted and the door opened, bringing 
Kratin face-to-face with an angry owl bear. The creature charged but presumably blinded by the 
sudden intrusion of light into its dark prison ran straight into a wall, stunning itself long enough 
for the door to be shut and barred again.  



 
At that point, the party decided to return to the door they had fail to open earlier and eventually 
managed to break it down. Kratin entered – now carrying the midget goblin Droop on his back – 
and was met with a larger but older bugbear, King Grol, and his pet wolf “Fluffy”. Kratin was 
unsuccessful in parlaying with Grol and was instead attacked by the wolf, who missed him 
thanks to a desperate slash from Droop’s dagger. The rest of the party rushed in to discover a 
female draw hiding behind the door holding a dagger to Gundren’s throat. In the ensuing battle, 
the drow took significant damage revealing that it wasn’t a drow at all but a doppelganger who 
had apparently been arguing with the bugbear. Grol remained in his corner as the party 
descended on the doppelganger and defeated it before it could deliver a fatal stab to Gundren’s 
throat. They then turned on Fluffy who was wounded and sent whimpering to Grol’s side. 
Unwilling to allow his pet to take any more damage, Grol struck a deal with Kratin to sell the 
map for 100 gold and the exchange was made. Before leaving, Xanaphia attempted to pet Fluffy 
who snarled angrily but more or less let her scritch his head. 
 
The party left the room with Oma helped a wounded Gundren out of the chamber and before 
they could exit the castle they heard a bugbear war party returning from a raid. Choosing to flee, 
they sprinted out of the castle towards the far end of the woods, narrowly escaping a few arrows 
let fly in their direction. Once safely among the trees, Kratin argued with Gundren about his 
failure to warn them how dangerous their original mission would be. Gundren explained that he 
had no idea he would be attacked and thought any goblin raids would be easily repelled by his 
the powerful Sildar. Agreeing to return to Phandalin with Droop, Gundren bid them an awkward 
leave and the party leveled up, setting a course for Wave Echo Cave. 
 
Upon entering the enormous cave, the party decided to take a long rest in an antechamber filled 
with mining equipment and the dead body of a dwarf miner that they couldn’t identify. Unfazed, 
Thia removed a pair of boots of striding and springing from its feet, put them on, and once 
health was restored to all they mostly made it down into a deep crevasse unscathed, heading 
north into a tunnel that was connected to a series of mazey mine shafts. Managing to avoid a 
hungry ochre jelly, they weaved through the maze and up to a platform area that was in earshot 
of some eerie moaning and grumbling. After a quick search by Thia who then tripped over a 
dwarven corpse alerting whatever was moaning below, they swiftly headed back the way they 
came, traversed the crevasse into the east tunnel, and found themselves in a high-ceilinged 
chamber beneath a colony of stirges. Sneaking away, they came upon another door that, once 
opened by Thia, revealed something stinky and undead and she immediately shut it. At 
somewhat of a loss as to where to go next, they returned to the chamber of stirges and after 
Portia lit a lamp, the party engaged in battle. The stirges swarmed and launched strikes from the 
ceiling, hurting a few members pretty badly, before they at last killed a final, stubborn stirge.  
 
Creeping further southward they discovered an unlatched door and once again sent Portia in to 
investigate. She reported that the room was full of decaying bodies, old armor and a few shiny 
weapons and coins and Thia practically charged in to fill her boots. Choosing to pluck a dagger 
from its bejeweled scabbard she inadvertently awakened the spirits whose bones clicked and 



clacked together, raising as an army of undead that surrounding the eager wood elf. As 
expected, Kratin joined the fray with Portia remaining just inside for extra help. A round of 
combat ensued before Thia escaped, followed by her loyal compatriots. Once outside, with 
Kratin struggling to hold the door against the horde, she wedged a rock beneath the door and 
stopped it shut. Dusting themselves off, the group huddled together and plotted their next move. 
 
 
Episode 5 (4/6/19): This recap begins with a fascinating fact: Bows ‘n Axes went from the very 
southern tip of Wave Echo Cave to the tippy northern top without fighting a single thing until the 
very end. As is customary with their method of careful exploration, they weaved their way 
through the labyrinthian mine rolling solid perception checks and backtracking when necessary. 
Complications threatened when they heard gruff voices and a howling wolf trailing behind them, 
but they kept a steady pace by first avoiding a chamber full of poisonous fungi and then by 
sneaking past a large group of loitering undead after Xanaphia cast “Pass Without a Trace”. 
Lucky, as well, that Thia had made noise in an upper chamber earlier drawing most of the 
shambling flesh eaters away from their side of the cave. Earning attention from just one undead 
dwarf yet still managing to avoid the ire of a watchdog flaming skull, they slipped into a side 
hallway without firing an arrow, swinging a blade, or taking any damage. 
 
Their turn led them to an enclosed building inside the cave that had suffered some kind of 
explosion. Efforts to enter the main double doors failed as they had been melted shut and 
couldn’t be pushed open. The party then entered a small chamber through an unlocked door 
that was full of old scraps of clothing and one inside saw another door that was connected to the 
rear of the other building. A hefty swing of Kratin’s axe put a large hole in the center which 
offered a view of the interior. Looking in, they saw a brazier holding a green flame being 
protected by a dutiful spectator, a.k.a. Spex. Questioning Spex, they learned he had been 
tasked with guarding the brazier and had been stuck in there for more than 500 years. He said 
he would protect it until he was relieved of duty by one of the wizards. Xanaphia seized the 
opportunity to more or less impersonate a 500 year-old wizard and told Spex that he was 
relieved of his duty. Upon hearing her command, Spex vanished, traveling back to his original 
plain of existence.  
 
After investigating the brazier and some nearby enchanted weapons, they deduced that they 
had in fact rediscovered the Forge of Spells, which turned out to be something of a damp squib. 
The brazier’s enchanting powers had faded considerably, allowing only a few of the party to 
lightly charge up their weapon of choice before grabbing an enchanted breastplate and a 
Lightbringer Sword and departing. They continued to an adjacent chamber under a cavern 
ceiling sparkling with star-like gems and came upon a treasure chest guarded by a wizard 
wraith. Instead of coming to blows, they agreed to give the wraith the breastplate and “defeat 
the spectator” in exchange for the treasure minus some random pipe. Which it really wanted. 
For some reason. Anyway, they never found out why the pipe was so special, but once again 
they made off with major booty without incident, and it seemed as if they were simply going to 
walk the cave like a bunch of bosses. Ooh, boy. 



 
B&A next made their way to the “Echo Chamber” where they discovered that the source of the 
crashing sounds echoing in the cave were actually caused by intermittent surges of water 
rushing into a deep pool from a connected cave system. They then took a winding tunnel to a 
ravine where they saw three bugbears digging for something while being supervised by an 
undisguised doppelganger. Nearly tripping up and giving themselves away, they managed to 
make it down and back up the ravine undetected and into a short hall. In the hall they failed to 
enter another small chamber before stealthing up to a large temple-like room with a huge statue 
of a sitting dwarf with a large hammer resting across its lap. At a table near the far wall, they 
saw a robed figure holding a spider-topped staff being guarded by a couple of bugbears who 
they felt had to be the infamous Black Spider. Taking advantage of a sneak attack opportunity, 
Kratin hurled a javelin at the drow, hitting him squarely in the back shoulder and causing him to 
cast invisibility on himself. At that point, four giant spiders dropped from the ceiling and a 
bloody, web-coated battle ensued with many members taking damage and a few being sucked 
up to the ceiling. The fight was ugly, protracted, and rather dispiriting for some and by the time 
the dust had settled, Portia had fallen unconscious requiring Xanaphia to cast Spare the Dying 
on her. Just as it looked as if the worst was over, the Black Spider reappeared on the hammer 
of the statue. He threatened to kill the party if they didn’t let him go, an offer that was answered 
by a flying great axe to the head. Resigned to his fate, the Black Spider wedged an emerald eye 
from the statue with his spider staff causing the room to begin to collapse.  
 
Thinking fast, Kratin grabbed Portia’s limp little body and ran from the room with the others 
close behind. At that point it became clear that the whole cave was coming down, requiring that 
they run the entire length of it to escape before being crushed by falling rocks. Arriving at the 
previous ravine, they came face-to-face with the doppelganger and bugbears who quickly 
decided that high-tailing out of there was better than fighting in a collapsing cave. Bows ‘n Axes 
followed their path as rocks fell, hitting a few in the party. Still, most dodged the falling debris 
rather expertly, although Kratin did manage to accidentally step in a puddle of ochre jelly, taking 
acid damage from a creature which is basically an oozing stomach turned inside out. But all in 
all, they made good time until coming to the deep crevasse that separated them from the cave 
entrance. At the bottom, they saw the bugbears and doppelganger they were following engaging 
in battle with some freshly turned undead comprised of the bugbear war party they’d escaped at 
Cragmaw Castle and King Grol’s pet wolf, Fluffy. Most of the party leaped the relatively short 
gap with Kratin attempting the jump holding the still napping Portia and unfortunately falling just 
short. Tumbling to the bottom, Kratin turned to see the wolf poised to strike. However, before it 
could Omahorn let fly an arrow that sent Grol’s zombified pooch reeling backward, giving Kratin 
just enough time to climb out with Portia before the entire cave came crashing down. 
 
Seconds later, the party was diving out ahead of a tsunami of rock dust. Collecting their nerves, 
they decided to take a long rest before making the hike back into Phandalin.  
 
 
 



Episode 6 recap (5/11/19): Bows ‘n Axes finished their long rest outside Wave Echo Cave and 
decided to head into town to report the cave’s collapse and the demise of the Black Spider. As 
they approached, they heard a raucous crowd responding to a man’s oration, coming from the 
town square. Oma’s high perception recognized the man’s voice to be that of Iarno Albrek, 
a.k.a. Glasstaff. Hiding at the west end of the street they heard him proclaimed mayor of 
Phandalin by the Townmaster behind his promise to reopen the cave after it had been 
plundered and destroyed by the party. B&A were all like, “oh no, he didn’t” and wanted to 
bumrush the show but thought it better to sneak a few blocks south to try and get to the Shrine 
of Luck. There, they hoped to claim sanctuary until they figured out what to do about Albrek’s 
lies.  
 
On their way around they caught the attention of Pip, who made his way to them and inquired if 
what Albrek was saying was true. Their defense of their actions was mostly unconvincing, but 
Pip eventually agreed to create a distraction so that they could cross the main street and make 
their way to the Shrine of Luck. Returning to the crowd, Pip loudly drew them to the east end to 
“look at some footprints” as the party quickly stealthed to the shrine. Upon arriving, the found it 
empty and began to investigate its contents. Xanaphia took to the second story library and 
located a book about magic. Pulling it from its place on the shelf, she inadvertently triggered 
something under the alter below. Lifting the altar cloth revealed a small chest, and Portia went in 
to check it out. Opening it she found gems and various offerings, as well as the gem-encrusted 
brush that Sister Gareale had shown them when she had offered them a quest. Kratin refused 
to steal from such a place, so they left it where they found it. 
 
A few moments later, Pip entered and told them the town was super angry and all roads out 
were being heavily guarded. At a loss, the party decided to approach the mob and plead their 
case. In formation, they left the church and walked into town under the judgemental glares of 
the townspeople who had begun to return to their homes. Before long, the people fell in line 
behind them and they parted the remained crowd as they approached the center stage. There, 
they saw Gundren and Sildar armed and at the ready, along with Albrek and the Townmaster. 
Questions were asked of all, but try as they may to explain their circumstances Albrek’s grip on 
the town’s loyalty combined with a show of his spying rat familiar transforming into a raven 
threatened to do the party in.  
 
Just when they were about to fight off being shackled and jailed, a dope beat was heard floating 
in from the horizon. The crowd turned to see a horned figure approaching accompanied by three 
wolves. Confused, Albrek ordered the red tiefling bard arrested but no one would get close 
enough for fear of his snarling beasts. The tiefling then claimed to be a double agent member of 
the Zhantarim, and cast Disguise Self on himself to appear as he appeared to the party back at 
the Redbrand Hideout: as Yeemik, the tall, thin goblin who made a deal with them for Klarg’s 
head. “Yeezy” then cast Zone of Truth on Albrek and prompted other to ask him questions. 
Albrek tried his best to avoid answering, but was finally revealed as Glasstaff, key member of 
the Redbrands. Further proof came from Kratin telling his truth as he was also inside the zone. 



The crowd worked to process the new information as Gundren and Sildar arrested both Albrek 
and the Townmaster and took them off for further questioning. 
Before leaving, Yeezy gave the party three “Yeezy Buds” and told them he would try and keep 
an eye on them, possibly dropping in from time to time. Then the party was invited by Barthen to 
his shop for a reward of provisions for their attempts to quell the Redbrand uprising and killing 
the Black Spider. He asked if they did manage to take lots of treasure, and a deal was struck to 
have the party give the town all the gems they had collected since the cave could no longer be 
mined. Barthen then offered to give them any in-stock armor, weapons and textiles they might 
need in additional appreciation, and once they had procured their goods, Kratin, Oma and Portia 
set off to the Stonehill Inn for some food while Thia and Xanaphia set off to catch a replacement 
rat and find a blacksmith to fix Xanaphia’s newly acquired, but broken, longbow.  
 
Pip and Droop accompanied Thia and Xanaphia, taking them to a temporary garbage dump 
where he had seen rats before. They were able to corner a few in a pile, but were unfortunately 
unable to catch any save Xanaphia grabbing one roughly using Mage Hand causing Thia to 
punch her in the arm. Xanaphia attempted to retaliate by casting Chill Touch but failed to make 
contact and fortunately the fight ended as quickly as it began. Pip convinced them to allow him 
to try, urging them to visit the blacksmith before he closed for the day. They agreed and set off 
to find Bronn’s Smithy. 
 
Back at the Stonehill Inn, the other three took seats at their table and were treated as heroes by 
Elsa the barmaid. Food and drink flowed, and Kratin had a short conversation with a half-orc 
waiter who had studied of the devastation in Wealdath Forest. Kratin revealed his name, and 
the young half-orc said he would confer with his mother about the sad history of the lost clan. 
Moments later, Pip showed up with something in his shirt and ran into the kitchen. Before long, 
Thia and Xanaphia returned after commissioning Bronn to fix Xanaphia’s broken bow and 
making some armor for Thia’s new rat. They had also failed to find Pip upon returning to the 
garbage dump and asked Elsa to retrieve him. Pip appeared with a lidded pot and showed Thia 
what he’d caught: a brown rat with white-tipped ears, white on its chest and belly, and a pink 
freckle on its nose that he’d named Hermie. The rat was scared and pooping, so they let it be 
for the awhile. 
 
After eating, all decided to order some super strong Dwarven Ale in celebration. Kratin downed 
his cup and felt immediately tipsy. Oma followed as did Thia, but both had decided to stop at 
one. Portia, having just eaten three times her body weight in beef and cheese, tasted hers as 
did Xanaphia but both declined to drink, so Kratin helped himself to another and became very 
drunk. The normally somber half-orc laughed loudly, shocking the others who had never seen 
him be anything but maudlin and quietly intense. Remembering that Pip had gone off with the 
rat to secure a double room for them, and since it was getting pretty late, the group helped 
Kratin up the stairs and retired. With Oma and Kratin passed out and Xanaphia settling into a 
peaceful trance, Thia and Portia attempted to bond with the rat. Still very skittish, Thia failed to 
get it to eat and when Portia touched it making it even more frightened, she gave up and 



hopped onto one of the beds to fall asleep. Eventually, Thia managed to get the rat to relax in 
her hand and spent the remainder of the night holding it. 
 
In the morning, the party ate some “breakfast soup” and bid Elsa farewell. Then Thia and 
Xanaphia broke off to visit Bronn’s Smithy to pick up the bow and show Bronn the rat so he 
could measure it for some armor. The rest of the party decided they would return to Sister 
Garaele and ask her about the hairbrush quest. Once there, they were greeted warmly by Sister 
and Portia told her that Thia loved her. The brush was retrieved from the left-open chest which 
gave Sister pause, but she appeared to dismiss it after whispering something to one of her 
acolytes. Meanwhile, Thia and Xanaphia passed a group of dwarves who were leaving Bronn’s 
with new pickaxes and it looked as if they were returning to the mine to try and penetrate the 
collapse. Once inside, Xanaphia was given her new bow that had not only been repaired but 
reinforced with decorative iron moldings. Then Bronn surprised Thia with an already completed 
set of rat armor that could be adjusted for size and four small rat feet bracers. After handing him 
5 gold and 3 gold respectively, the two set off to meet up with the others.  
 
Heading back into town to see what had become of Albrek, the party met up with Gundren who 
explained that he’d quieted the man so that he couldn’t perform verbal spell components, with 
his method seemingly involving some kind of painful, physical force. Then Oma noticed 
Gundren looking up behind him. Turning, he saw what appeared to be some kind of bird. As it 
got closer, it became evident that it was much larger and also wounded. Oma recognized it to 
be a griffon as it sailed over them and crash-landed into a thicket just beyond the north end of 
town. Accompanied by Gundren, the party set out to find it and eventually came upon it huddled 
in a clearing. Oma approached it alone, and upon closer inspection could see three arrows 
embedded in its side with two in its wing. Closer yet, he recognised the animal as being the 
same griffon he had visited daily as a child, one that had been raised with moon elves since 
hatching and almost tame enough to pet. Oma carefully removed the arrows and cast Cure 
Wounds on it to stop the bleeding. Awestruck, Kratin reached out to pet it and while it was still 
scared, it let him, signalling that it was stabilized. At that point, Gundren noticed something 
around its neck and Oma lifted its feathery mane to find a scroll case attached to a collar. He 
pulled the scroll from the case and opened it to read: “Oma...Your father...Trouble...Meet me at 
Blackstaff Tower...Lady Venye.”  
 
As Oma and the others pondered the message, a few snowflakes began to fall. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Episode 7 recap (5/25/19): Bowz ‘N Axes entered into a debate around the prone, wounded 
griffon trying to figure out what to do next. It was unanimously agreed that they would set off for 
Waterdeep to see about Oma’s father, and if possible, continue south from there to the 
Wealdath forest to help Kratin get revenge on the neighboring clans for the killing of his family 
and people. But first, they needed to deal with Oma’s griffon. With advice—and a cart—from 
Gundrar they decided to carry the animal to Portia’s aunt, Queline Alderleaf, who owned the 
only farm in town and was presumed to be experienced with the caring of large beasts. With 
only a little difficulty, together they managed to prop the griffon onto the cart and effectively 
parade it through town en route to the farm. Excited townsfolk followed, craning their necks for a 
peek at such a rare and magnificent creature. 
 
They arrived at Alderleaf farm and Queline was summoned from her manor. Tiny and stout, the 
grey-haired matron approached the party accompanied by a phalanx of hunky farmhands. After 
welcoming and adoring her diminutive niece, she had a look at the griffon and explained that 
there was “good and bad news”. The good news was that the griffon’s life was no longer in 
danger, and it would once again become healthy and strong. The bad news was that, without a 
potion of greater healing (or a spell of greater restoration) the griffon would never fly again. 
When asked if such a potion or spellcaster existed, she directed them to Thundertree where a 
druid by the name of Reidoth lived, suggesting that he might be able to help.  
 
After deciding to visit him after a rest, Queline invited all inside for a much needed bath and 
some food while the farmhands saw to the griffon in a nearby barn. As they sat around the fire 
partaking in all manner of savory delights, there came a knock at the door. Opening it revealed 
Sister Gareale, who asked to speak privately with Xanaphia. In their meeting, they discussed 
her possibly joining the order and a haunted Temple of Oghma located in the city of Waterdeep. 
Having learned they would be traveling there, she asked if Xanaphia if she would look into any 
supernatural phenomena that may be transpiring, and Xanaphia happily agreed.  
 
After sister left, the group settled into a long rest and come the next morning they were 
awakened by the smells of pastries and tea. Partaking once again, they gathered their 
belongings and left with the cart to find Reidoth. The journey was uneventful, but traveling north 
brought more cold and snow. And as Thundertree grew closer, so did the forest until they found 
themselves on a narrow trail that lead to the base of a hill. A broken tower could be seen at its 
summit, and they wound their way to the haunted-looking settlement’s entrance that bore a sign 
to “Keep Out!”, warning of dangerous monsters. Undaunted, they parked their cart, hitched the 
horse, and set out to find Reidoth.  
 
Shortly after Oma spotted what looked like some kind of “low fog” hovering near a group of 
ruins, the party sidled up to an old, boarded up bungalow that stood out among the rows of 
dilapidated structures and knocked. Reidoth answered and, apparently out of respect for 



Queline who may still hold his fancy, let them into his part living quarters, part rustic laboratory. 
The old, bearded druid was gruff but accommodating, and after telling them he hadn’t the potion 
they sought nor could he make it without the right amount of time and expensive components, 
reluctantly directed their attention to the broken tower that was presently the home of a young, 
green dragon. He said the dragon—named Venomfang, much to the party’s 
consternation—collected magical items and perhaps they could entreat with it for some kind of 
trade. Anxious to do so but not quite ready, the party decided to first seek out the banshee at 
Conyberry for Sister Garaele and offer the gem encrusted hairbrush in exchange for information 
regarding the wizard Bowgentle’s spell book.  
 
Heading out, they stopped at a statue depicting a war hero of some kind and were attacked by a 
group of ash zombies. The fight should have been easy but proved somewhat awkward as 
anyone too close to a wounded ash zombie also suffered damage.Nonetheless, they managed 
to dispatch them without too much trouble and headed northeast through the thickening wood. 
The snow began to fall as temperatures continued to drop, but the party forged ahead and at 
last came to a dome-like structure made from branches and vines. Kratin called out to the 
banshee by name—Agatha—and a wispy spectre appeared above the dome, eyes of white with 
hair flowing in the torrents of its own arcane energy. Agatha shot forth, passing through Kratin 
and disappearing. The others called for her and the chilling routine was repeated. Finally, 
Agatha was summoned to her satisfaction and the trade was made, with the book having been 
left with a necromancer by the name of Tsernoth more than 100 years ago.  
 
The party returned to Thundertree but before they could reach Reidoth’s home, they drew the 
attention of a group of dragon cultists who promised to introduce them to Venomfang. Wary of 
their true intentions, they nonetheless agreed and made their way back to Reidoth and were 
permitted to rest through the night before seeking out Venomfang at dawn. During the night, 
Kratin had a nightmare involving Agatha the banshee and became possessed by her! Xanaphia, 
alone on watch, attempted to stave off the rising and angry half-orc by casting sleep and 
managed to put him into a state of suspended animation. Waking the others, Thia gave her rope 
to Portia who managed to tie Kratin’s arms and legs and remove his weapons. Kratin shook off 
Xanaphia’s spell in a minute’s time and began struggling against his ties. Luckily, he also was 
able to shake off Agatha before he could hurt anyone. The group gathered their composure, 
returned to rest, and although Thia’s watch saw her notice two ravens that mysteriously ran 
afoul of some sad fate, morning came without further incident. 
 
B&A headed out into a fresh coating of snow and met with the cultists, who led them in single 
file to the tower. Sensing straight-up bullshit with the whole deal, Thia secretly lagged behind 
and allowed the procession to continue without her. Narrowly avoiding a lone confrontation with 
a pair of giant spiders (and webbing that explained the “fog”-like mist Oma had pointed out 
earlier) she crept up to the tower and peeked through a worn spot in the wall to see them 
encircled by the cultists and awaiting their host. She then looked up to see Venomfang 
approaching, flapping his giant, leathery wings before vanishing inside the tower. Once inside, 
Fang entertained the cultists’ offering of the party as sacrificial gifts but instead of devouring 



them on the spot, heard out their purpose of seeking him and decided to hold a battle royale of 
sorts between the party and the cult – with the loser becoming that night’s dinner. 


